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MISSION

To bring peace, happiness and liberation to the world through the
Buddha’s teachings.

OBJECTIVES

To study the Buddha’s teachings, with a special emphasis on those
teachings that are common to all Buddhist traditions.

To build a community of the fourfold assembly — bhikkhus,
bhikkhunis, laymen and laywomen — based on the consensual,

principled and egalitarian model of the Vinaya.

To encourage and support the practice of meditation in seclusion,
with the aim of liberation from suffering.
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Special Events

Vassa

At the time of the Buddha, the monastics stopped
their wanderings and stayed in one place during the
rainy season, or vassa, concentrating on meditation
and aspiring to attain enlightenment. This became
formalized as a three month retreat each year,
corresponding to the ‘rainy season’ in the Indian
calendar, roughly midJuly to midOctober.

Vassa at Santi Monastery is a time for being still and
focusing less on outside works and more on inner
development and study. We started the Vassa with a
two week formal meditation retreat. After that, we
each had an opportunity to spend an additional two
two weeks in solitude. For the rest of the time, there
was a program of regular scripture classes and
teachings, with plenty of time for individual meditation.

Easter Retreat

Over the Easter weekend Bhante Sujato led his annual
lovingkindness retreat for about 30 people at Quest
for Life, a local retreat centre in Bundanoon.

During the retreat, Beatrice Alba, a PhD student at
Macquarie University, conducted a survey on the
effect of participating in the retreat on levels of
happiness, compassion, and reduction of depression.
The study was developed with the help of Bhante
Sujato. Overall, the results indicated that symptoms of
depression, anxiety and stress fell and remained low
after two weeks of the retreat and levels of happiness
and compassion increased during the retreat.

Ordinations

In March 2011 a novice ordination ceremony was held
in the Big Cave for Anagarika Blake (now Bhante
Nandiya). He was fortunate to have Ajahn Brahm as
his preceptor. In May 2011, the novice ordination for
Anagarika Kathryn (now Ayya Patacaara) took place
in the Big Cave with Bhante Sujato as the preceptor.

Bhante Sujato’s visit to the US

Bhante Sujato was asked to make a presentation at
the American Academy of Religions in Atlanta in
October 2010. He presented as part of a focus on
religion in the Oceania region. In addition he
presented a paper at the University of Alabama and
several other places.

End of Vassa 2010

Easter Retreat 2011

Visit to USA — 2010

Year in Review

Ordinations 2011
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Ajahn Brahm talks organized in Sydney

Ajahn Brahm is a renowned international teacher of
Buddhism based in Perth, WA. Santi was proud to
sponsor him to present two teachings, held at the
Beecroft Community Hall. The event was organized by
Rumi Liyanage and Lalitha Wijeratne in conjunction
with Santi. The talks were attended by a large crowd
who genuinely appreciated the opportunity of
hearing the Dhamma.

Community involvement

Jhanathon

The Jhanathon was held in October 2010, right after
the end of the Vassa. The Jhanathon is a fund raiser
organized like a walkathon, except the participants sit
in meditation all night. Friends and family sponsored
the participants in this feat of meditative endurance.
The Jhanathon gave sitters a special chance to aspire
to reach a new level of meditation and offered
sponsors an opportunity to practicegenerosity.

Charity

Each year Santi organizes and participates in events
to support various charities. On 21st May we put
together an evening called ‘How to Grow a Happy’.
The speakers were Bhante Sujato, the senior
psychiatrist Dr Engkong Tan, and a philosopher, Dr
Caroline West. The event, held at the Mitchell Theatre
in Pitt Street, raised funds for the Buddhist Library’s
‘Project Cambodia’.

Easter Retreat 2011
Dharma Talks 2010  2011

Ajahm Brahm — February 2011

How to Grow a Happy — May 2011

Year in Review

At North Sydney

Dhamma talks — Friday night talks given weekly by
Bhante Sujato in Sydney for Buddhist followers who
cannot travel to the monastery.

Jhanathon — New Year's Eve 2011
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President's Report
Santi Forest Monastery has once again had a successful year in being able to
raise sufficient funds to pay all expenses and leave a positive balance to carry
into the new financial year.

Fund raising has taken a different focus to last year with a number of new avenues being taken.

Overall income was down some thirty percent compared to last financial year but this is was due
to a number of reasons:

 The previous years drive to raise funds to complete the Moneyya Cave;
 No dedicated fund raising for specific projects in the year;
 No government grant applications.

On a positive note, fund raising through the My Community website has been very successful this
year with donations from overseas being a large contribution.

I would like to thank all the supporters who donated to support the community and teachings at
Santi Forest Monastery.

Expenses are in line with the previous year allowing for normal CPI increases.

At Santi Forest Monastery we are very fortunate that expenses are minimized due to the
generosity of a large number of lay supporters who provide food and everyday living needs to
the resident community.

In summary net profit has largely been affected by the reduction in income this year.

The total funds in our two normal bank accounts as at 30 June 2011 were $36985.85.

This is deemed to be sufficient funds to allow the ongoing running of Santi Forest Monastery.

We also continue to maintain a reserve of at least $20,000 in the V2 bank account to act as a
safeguard for residential living costs in case of unforeseen circumstances.

I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the residents, committee members, and supporters
who freely give their time in assisting with administration, accounting, and compliance tasks.

I am also indebted to Helene our bookkeeper who has not only provided an exemplary
professional service but continues to help the Monastery and Committee above and beyond her
duties.

Finally I would also like to thank Nicola Le Couteur who again offered to prepare the 2011
financial statements for the audit at no cost to the Monastery.

Please feel free to contact me with questions and/or feedback on these financial statements,
compliance, or other administrative matters.

Bill Stanley, Treasurer

Treasurer's Report
The 2011 AGM gives our community a chance to pause, take a breath and
reflect, not only on the many activities of the past year, but also the direction
in which these events take us. In so doing, I take great pleasure in presenting
the 2011 Annual Report on behalf of the Committee.

In opening, and mindful of our Forest Tradition and the magnificence of the land on which we
offer our practice, I would like to acknowledge the original owners of the land and pay my
respects to elders past and present.

Anybody who has visited or spent time at Santi Forest Monastery may have experienced both the
beauty of the bush surroundings, and also its fragility. To quote our website Environment page:
“For us, environmental concern is not a matter of presenting a superficially ‘green’ image, but is
inherent in our very choice of how to spend our lives in accordance with the Dhamma”. Santi
Forest Monastery has had a consistent policy of adopting environmentally friendly practices for
many years. We are careful about the use of resources: our electricity is 100% Government
accredited Greenpower and our solar hot water system has an energy efficiency rating of 5.5
stars out of 6. Our renovated buildings were built with maximum efficiency insulation and
complementary heating strategies. We use water carefully: rainwater tanks feed the bathrooms;
Grey water is organically filtered and used on the property; water from the toilets is treated in a
biological system, then pumped out through reticulation. We also recycle plastic, paper, glass
and metal waste materials. We are a designated land for wildlife area, and our management of
the land is based on preservation and conservation. A key objective to be addressed by the
committee and community in the coming year is the development of a more formal longer term
plan regarding environmental and sustainability policies and practices.

The financial position of Santi Forest Monastery Inc continues to be satisfactory. As a lay
committee in partnership with the monastery’s supporters, we are all privileged to be able to
offer our financial resources to the Sangha, and the committee ensures the prudent and
responsible management of financial resources through its internal control systems and reporting
regime. We are governed by our constitution, a copy of which is available from our website
santifm.org. Our committee meetings are held at least quarterly. All members and supporters are
invited to come along to committee meetings both to offer their points of view and to take up a
role, no matter how modest, in supporting Santi Forest Monastery and its wider community.

The great human virtue of generosity continues to glow with warmth within the Santi community,
sustaining the noble Sangha practice of renunciation and allowing supporters to plant the seeds
of their own awakening and ease in life. To each and every person who has contributed to the
warmth and success of the Santi community, may I offer you thanks and gratitude. In particular: I
would like to thank my fellow committee members and colleagues who cheerfully play a vital
role in the maintaining the legal and financial standing of Santi; I would like to thank the
hundreds of loyal supporters who bring food and material comforts for the Sangha and resident
community; I would like to thank the many people who organise talks and venues for Bhante
Sujato’s teaching in North Sydney, Baulkham Hills, Canberra and other regions; I would like to
thank the Buddhist Council of NSW for their support; I would like to thank the Office of
Environment and Heritage for their support of our environmental initiatives; I would like to thank
the Sangha for their sincere and inspiring practice. Finally, I would like to single out for our
deepest thanks and gratitude Bhante Sujato, for his energy, his teaching and his unswerving
commitment to practice for the benefit of us all.

Nicola Le Couteur, President
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It’s raining this morning, and the silence of Santi is broken by the cars pulling up; visitors bringing
dana for the community. It’s a continual astonishment to see how so many people come, from so
many different places, to support and nurture this community. The food, every day for everyone
here, is freely offered just from the kindness of people’s hearts. Not just the food: everything you
see, every piece of paper, every chair, every broom. It all comes from kindness.

This is the foundation of our little community, and the basis for our lifestyle. Simple generosity, that
overflowing of the heart that is so natural to Buddhists everywhere. And it is not just human
generosity that sustains us. We also receive, to an embarrassing degree, the gifts of nature. From
the spectacular sunrises to the squawking of the parrots, we are surrounded by nature’s variety
and beauty wherever we turn.

For me the changes in the seasons have become normal. When I first arrived here from Thailand
and Malaysia, I was seriously freezing in the winter. Three pairs of socks was not uncommon. Each
year it becomes a little easier – or perhaps that’s just global warming lending a helping hand. The
same thing applies to the monastic life. As a young community, there’s the freshness and
excitement of building new things, seeing what works in our situation. Now most of the urgent
building work is done, and the monastery year has settled into its rhythm.

As I write, we are drawing to the end of the rains retreat for 2011. As in the past few years, the
monastery has been pretty much full for the retreat, and stable, with only a few shortterm guests.
Each of us has the chance to spend two weeks in a solitary retreat. During the rains, we have a
minimum of external duties, and maintain a simple schedule, with Sutta classes, Dhamma talks,
and meditation interviews – and lots of time for solitude. This year we started the rains with a two
week meditation retreat for everyone, structured in a way similar to a formal meditation retreat,
with regular teachings and interviews every couple of days. This was a great way to focus our
energies and kickstart the longer retreat. Outside of the rains, we continued our threemonth
study period, with classes on Pali, Vinaya, and Buddhist philosophy, in addition to the regular
meditation and Sutta classes.

As with the past couple of years, building has been focused on maintenance and improvement
rather than largescale projects. We’ve installed rainwater tanks and compost toilets, improved
facilities at the big cave, built stone walls at the cave and near the house, and done some work
on the roads.

The community has seen a few changes since last year. After some years of dividing her time
between Santi and Sanghamittarama in Melbourne, Ayya Dhammananda has now committed
to follow her original plan when coming to Australia, which was to stay in Melbourne and help set
up a bhikkhuni community there. Ayya Upekkha is pursuing her plan to establish a bhikkhuni
training centre, possibly in Malaysia and Ayya Nibbida spent the vassa with the bhikkhunis at
Aranyabodhi in California. We welcomed two members of the Sangha, Bhante Nandiya and
Ayya Patacara.

I continue to spend time in the wider community, with an involvement in interfaith, environment,
the academic world, and Buddhist psychotherapy. The teaching in Sydney on a Friday night
continues, and this year we started a monthly session in Sydney’s northwest, organized by the Sri
Lankan community. This has been a great success, and we are talking about increasing it to
fortnightly sessions. I have also done some teachings and conferences internationally. I continue
to be an active member and contributer to the following organizations: Australian Partnership of
Religious Organizations; Australian Religious Response to Climate Change; Faith Ecology Network;
Australian Sangha Association; Federation of Australian Buddhist Councils; Australian Association
of Buddhist Counselors and Psychotherapists; Australian Association of Buddhist Studies. By taking
part in such organizations I keep myself fresh and challenged, and I hope to play a role in using
Buddhist teachings to enrich Australian culture.

Bhante Sujato, Spiritual Director

Spiritual Director's Report
Buddhist monastic life is entirely embedded in a notion of community. Santi engages with and
creates community on a variety of different, interacting levels.

At its core is the monastic community of ordained monks and nuns. These are people who have
devoted their lives to following the path of the Buddha in its purest form. The ordained Sangha is
central to the spiritual life of Buddhists.

Buddhist monasticism, however, never operates separate from the broader community. The
monastics are mendicants, which means they cannot earn money or make a living by normal
means. Instead, they rely on offerings of alms, and they repay this by offering teachings and
guidance to the community.

At Santi, lay guests are welcome to come and stay. Typically, we have between 515 guests
staying, participating in the monastic lifestyle, and taking the chance to find some quiet and
contemplation. Some of these guests will stay for a night or two, others longer; some will stay on
and eventually take ordination. While they stay at the monastery, guests offer time as volunteers
and help keep us operating. Volunteers help in the kitchen, office, doing weeding, fire prevention
and other environmental work on the grounds, maintenance, and many other essential tasks.

The residents, both monastic and lay, are supported by a loose network of generous donors, who
provide the offerings of food and other requisites to support the monastery. These donors come
from a wide range of cultural backgrounds, including Vietnamese, Sri Lankan, Chinese, Thai,
Indonesian, Malaysian, and many others. Santi Forest Monastery extends our warm gratitude and
appreciation to all those who have helped us to flourish through their generosity.

In addition, circles of lay supporters work with and for the monastery in a variety of arenas, such
as helping organize teachings in Sydney and Canberra, or helping organize charitable events.
These broader networks are themselves linked in many ways with Buddhist, interfaith, and
charitable communities.

The funds and legal obligations of the monastery are managed under the auspices of Santi Forest
Monastery Inc, a notforprofit charity that is the sole owner of the property at Coalmines Road.
The management is carried out by a committee that is elected each year. The committee meets
monthly, and is charged with ensuring the financial compliance and security of the monastery.
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Committee

The property is wholly owned by Santi Forest Monastery Incorporated, a notforprofit charity. The
management is carried out by a committee that is elected each year. The committee meets at
least quarterly, and is charged with ensuring the financial compliance and security of the
monastery.

Nicola Le Couteur  President

I really enjoy being involved with all diverse members of the Santi Forest
Monastery community, both in terms of developing a meaningful meditation
practice and also learning how to live life to the full. I have served as President
this year and the previous year.

Jacqui McGirr  Former Secretary

I'm grateful to have spent time this year as Committee Secretary, to offer
my efforts to Santi, the Sangha and Community, supporting the existence
and mission of this great oasis of peace and practice.

Bill Stanley  Treasurer

I was privileged to first come to Santi with Venerable Santithito for the
samaneri ordination of Ayya Mahacitta in June 2009. Since then I have
regularly attended the Monastery, including being fortunate enough to
spend a couple of long weekends on retreat living as part of the
community. At the 2009 AGM I was selected to be a member of the
committee and at the 2010 AGM I was nominated to be Treasurer.

Sam Jerga

I have been visiting Santi Forest Monastery since 2008 and attending the weekly
'Good Life' talks with Bhante Sujato from 2009. I first heard Bhante Sujato speak
at the 2007 MITRA conference and was deeply inspired by his sincere, concise
and accessible Dhamma teachings. I have been a Committee
member of the Santi Forest Monastery for the 2011 year and has also assisted in
the planning and organization of the Good Life Talks in North Sydney.

Sooi Turner

Sooi has been coming to Santi since its early days and has joined the committee of 2011. Sooi
lives in Sydney and works in healthcare.

Supporters

We would like to thank all our supporters for their kindness, generosity and interest they take in the
upkeep and well being of the monastery. We would like to give special thanks this year to two of
our friends and supporters Patrick Murray and Dustin Cheah.

Paddy Murray

Paddy has been around Santi from its very beginning. Paddy has the
knack for turning up at the right time to lend a hand, including helping
with the guest room renovations. With much wisdom and compassion,
including valuable work as a chaplain, we value Paddy’s steadfast
support of the Santi Forest Monastery.
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Source of Funds
Santi Forest Monastery is almost entirely dependent on donations, consistent with the Buddhist
faith and philosophy that community interactions built on goodwill and mutual generosity lead to
enrichment for all.

Source of Donations

During 2010/11 financial year the monastery received donations from a number of different
sources:

• Sydney Vietnamese community have continued to be most generous with their support, and
we acknowledge and thank the hard work of Gai Hieu in coordinating these donations.

• Bundanoon dana box — donations given by visitors to Santi Forest Monastery.
• North Sydney dana box — donations given by attendees of the weekly Friday night dhamma

talks held in North Sydney.
• Nationally — Santi Forest Monastery is supported by a broad crosssection of Australia's

multicultural society.
• Office of Environment and Heritage — Grant monies were received to complete the

construction of composting toilets.
• International — Santi Forest Monastery draws support internationally via ‘Give Now’ website

throughout the year (givenow.com.au). Our Community is an organisation dedicated to
assisting community groups collect donations by providing, at low cost, credit card payment
and basic accounting services. There is a link on our website to enable people to make
donations easily and safely.

• In accordance with the vinaya the monastery does not use its funds to buy food. All of our
food is donated by our supporters and the sangha recieves food from our Bundanoon
supporters every Sunday on alms rounds.

General and Building Fund

Santi Forest Monastery receives donations into two different bank accounts; the everyday bank
account and the building fund: both of these funds are listed on our website. Funds donated into
the everyday bank account are primarily for day to day expenses and are not tax deductible to
Australian resident taxpayers. The building fund is a Deductible Gift Recipient Fund approved by
the Australian Taxation Office and so donations greater than $2 into this fund are tax deductible
to Australian resident taxpayers.

Authority to Fundraise

As a member of the Buddhist Council of NSW we are vested with the authority to fundraise, for
which we are grateful.

Dustin Cheah

Dustin is a long time supporter of Bhante Sujato and Santi Forest Monastery,
firstly meeting Bhante Sujato at Sukhavana Cave in Ipoh, Malaysia. A
businessman based in Penang, Dustin has generously sponsored many
projects with no thought of reward or recognition and we thank him with
much gratitude for his support over many years.
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Santi Forest Monastery is proud to continue the noble tradition of monastics living in the forest.
Our lifestyle makes us highly aware and sensitive to nature, the changing of the seasons, and our
potentially harmful impact on our surroundings. Since starting to develop the monastery in 2003,
we have followed a consistent commitment towards environmentally friendly practices. This is
embodied in all aspects of our physical infrastructure and how we choose to live.

One of the least appreciated aspects of energy saving is in the materials of the building itself.
Wood is by far the most energy efficient of the normal building material. Our dwellings (kutis) are
built of wood with fireresistant cladding. Water usage is another critical aspect of environmental
policy. We successfully reduced the mains water consumption after installation of rainwater tanks
and composting toilets in June 2010. Santi’s electricity is 100% Government accredited
Greenpower which comes from renewable sources such as solar, wind water and biowaste. Of
particular significance are the following environmental work for this year:

Conservation

We sought advice from the Environmental Defenders Office and a
local ecologist, Steve Douglas, regarding what, if any, is the most
suitable conservation mechanism that will ensure that the natural
environment of Santi is best protected and managed. These
recommendations will be assessed and acted upon in the coming
year.

Revegetation

ThesteepsandyslopesadjacenttotheBigCavewerestabilisedwith
biodegradable coir matting and planted with several hundred seedlings
propagated from seed and other plant materials collected from Santi
forest. Within a year the whole area should have nearly 100% coverage.

Asanexperiment, rainforesttreesandshrubswerepropagatedand
seedlings planted out in the wet areas created by septic system
reticulation. The aim is for these plants to sop up excess waste water and
nutrients to minimize their runoff into the streams.
Many other seedlings propagated from Santi sourced material have been
planted in the bush areas in front of the house.

Water and Energy

Rainwater tanks have resulted in savings on water
usage of at least 50% over the year. Now that teething
problems with pump has been fixed this is expected to
improve in the current year. Photo voltaic panels
installed in September 2010 have produced significant
reductions in electricity bills under the NSW Government's
energy offset scheme. For example for the first 10 months
our electricity account was offset by $1200. The panels
will have paid for themselves within three years of
installation. Composting toilets are performing splendidly.
Certain garden plants are benefiting enormously from the
addition of gloriously fertile compost from the women's
toilet!

The Environment
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